
IMF AND INDIA RELATIONS

The next milestone in the IMF-India relationship was in following the Gulf War, with an increase in oil prices and a
generally adverse turn in global.

A total of Rs. These conditionalities refer to the structural adjustment policies, namely: 1 Privatisation of
public enterprises, 2 Capital market liberalisation, 3 Market-based pricing that is, withdrawal of subsidies
granted by the government , 4 Liberalisation of foreign trade and investment. Recently, India purchased IMF
gold to lend money to developing countries. Even policy of trade liberalisation has not been entirely
successful in attaining its objective of reduction of poverty and unemployment. The board, the main
decision-making body, consisted initially of twelve members. Then, apart from her own gain, by her
membership, she is contributing to international concord and co-operation in the monetary and financial fields.
This, indeed, sends very positive signals to the global community. The IMF felt the heat and reviewed lending
policies. In , the IMF said that the budget of India is very positive for it points that the economy of the country
will grow at the rate of 6. A Critique of the Role of IMF: The role of IMF in providing financial assistance to
developing countries for overcoming balance of payments problem and undertaking structural adjustment for
promoting economic development has been severely criticised. Besides, the result of liberalisation of trade i.
Contingent Credit Line CCL : This facility was established in to deal with the problem of countries who are
anticipating a financial crises that well cause capital outflow on capital account of balance of payments. This
enthusiasm is misplaced. Some analysts predict that India is purchasing gold to move forward for higher
voting share in the IMF. The important place which India has thus occupied in the international councils in the
fields of world trade and finance has been a guarantee that her interests would not suffer. It may be noted that
financial assistance under this facility was aviated only when crises actually occurred. With the help of these
borrowings, India could ride over the grim balance of payments crisis and move onto the path of structural
adjustment in the crucial areas of finance, privatization, dismantling of controls, and liberalization of imports.
If commitments regarding fulfillment of these conditionalities by the developing countries in need of finance
were not forthcoming, no financial assistance was provided. After an interval of a couple of years of
trouble-free times, India resumed further borrowing of SDR Its head office is in Washington D. The period is
over and many countries have relaxed their exchange restrictions. Providing loans to assist nations to
surmount financial difficulties; Providing provisional finances to help evade poverty in progressing nations
and Providing technological support and training to aid nations enhance the administration of their financial
systems.


